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Netwatch proactive video monitoring 
technologies protect property, create safe 
workplaces and ensure business continuity. 

The unique Netwatch system uses the latest, data-driven
technologies, proven across thousands of customer sites. Our
expert Intervention Specialists direct operations remotely from
multiple Netwatch Monitoring Centers worldwide, 24 hours a 
day, visually verifying intruders and intervening with a live, audio
warning – preventing criminal activity from taking place.
Customer needs are constantly evolving and our in-house R&D
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department, Netwatch Visual Labs, provides the flexibility to
introduce new, state-of-the-art solutions that add enterprise-
wide value. Our proprietary, software Cratos, provides an 
additional level of control, allowing subscribers to focus on 
running the business while we ensure safety and continuity. 
Combining security and infrastructure management from a 
single point of contact helps drive better decision making.

Netwatch currently 
monitors in excess of

300,000 sites 
worldwide



Netwatch Solutions are trusted and proven to protect businesses 
worldwide from unforeseen physical threats that impact 
reputation, continuity or performance. We protect the things that 
matter most to our subscribers. People, places and assets.

How Netwatch creates  
enterprise-wide value 

 Reduces risk and mitigates liability  
 Ensures business continuity and no downtime  
 Prevents criminal activity and protects staff 
 Adds value as a management tool 
 Compliance with Government data and insurance regulations 
 Future-proofs business protection

What will Netwatch do for you?
Intruder Alarms 
Most basic form of detection: cost effective and reliable  

Video Verification 
Once the alarm is raised through video analytics, one of our 
Intervention Specialists will visually verify the alarm. 

Proactive Video Monitoring 
Detect, verify, intervene, warn and respond
 High-quality footage
 Fast response times
 Real-time detection and intervention 
 Live audio warnings
 Preventative response
 No false alarms
 Customized protocols

Why Netwatch?

Global Security Leaders

Seamless Customer Service

Future-Proofed Business Security 



The Netwatch solution seamlessly monitors and protects 
businesses from physical and environmental threats through 
intelligent detection and advanced proactive video monitoring 
technologies. Our proprietary software Cratos is specifically 
designed to filter out nuisance alarms, providing industry-leading 
response times to security breaches and proactive asset protection.  

Netwatch Visual Labs, our in-house R&D department, has developed 
a powerful software platform which is continually being updated. 
It manages the flow of live incidents from thousands of sites 
worldwide and is specifically designed to improve the subscriber 
experience and internal operations. The software enables the most 
effective detection and transmission on the market and is made up 
of 4 main components: Colt, Code, Coms and Core.

Netwatch CORE

Manages alarms presented 
to Monitoring Center, 

eliminating  
false alarms

Netwatch CORE is a truly unique 
feature - an interactive platform 
which gives subscribers full control 
and visibility of their Netwatch System 
- through a personalized app that evolves 
with changing business needs.

 Flexible Zoning 
 Visitor Pass 
 Online keyholder Protocol Details 
 Interactive Site Design 
 Arm & Disarm Capability 
 Notifications & Requests to NMC Center 

Filters, prioritizes  
and presents  

alarms

The user interface  
with the Netwatch  

System

Performs system health 
checks to ensure systems 

are fully functioning 

crat  s

CAMS

SCOPE

CARS

CORE
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How it Works

Our state-of-the-art Monitoring Centers are designed to operate at 
the highest international standards. They house the world’s most 
technologically advanced IT infrastructure for remote Proactive 
Video Monitoring, along with an exceptional, highly trained, team of 
Intervention Specialists.

 Elite recruitment & training standards for all staff 
 Fastest industry response times & full out of hours support
 Multiple World class Monitoring Centers work in unison,  

 to prevent downtime

Intevention Specialists will issue real time audio warnings 
in the event of unauthorized entry attempts to your facility. 
from staff or outsiders. 

Our Cratos software enables us to integrate seamlessly with 
all major security equipment technologies. 

Our Monitoring Centers manage the out of hours 
security monitoring of leading Utility and Manufacturing 
facilities globally. 

Cameras with 
detection software 

monitor your site for 
any unusual activity

Cratos software 
interprets the activity 

and sends an alert to the 
Monitoring Center 

2
Intervention Specialists 

are live to the site 
within seconds and 

take appropriate action

3
The Monitoring 

Center  issues a real 
time audio warning 

alerting keyholders and 
authorities

4
The site stays live until  

it is secure. The subscriber  
then receives a full  

incident report

51

Netwatch Monitoring Centers 

DETECT VERIFY INTERVENE WARN RESPOND



Car Dealerships Construction

Manufacturing

Waste Management

Canna

Logistics

Our Industries 
Protecting businesses across multiple industries

Our skilled 
Intervention Specialists 

will intervene within 
seconds of suspicious 

activity being detected  
on your site.

Car dealerships are the perfect environment for a Proactive Video 
Monitoring system, both because of the value of the inventory on 
site and its susceptibility to theft.

Ensuring compliance to the stringent security regulations is vital for 
the Canna Industry. The Netwatch System is widely used within the 
industry, helping gain and retain their permits and licenses. 

Warehousing and Logistics crime causes large scale loss and 
disruption every year. With valuable assets such as fuel and cargo, 
it poses the perfect opportunity for theft.

Safeguarding manufacturing facilities poses various challenges in a 
number of key areas. You need to safeguard your delivery processes 
and ensure your staff are secure.

Waste management facilities require tight security in order to keep 
operations moving on a daily basis. From trespassing to fires, there 
are numerous threats.

Construction sites, plant hire and building sites face a number of 
security challenges. Thieves tend to see construction sites as ‘easy 
marks,’ when compared with more conventional robbery targets.
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Contact Details
Tel: 877-353-3031
www.nmccentral.com
 
National Monitoring Center (NMC), a Netwatch Group Company, is the premier third party monitoring company in the United 
States with monitoring centers in CA and TX. As part of The Netwatch Group, NMC expands its suite of wholesale monitoring 
services with proactive video monitoring, exclusively available through its dealer partners.
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